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Machine Learning with Python Cookbook: Practical Solutions from Preprocessing to Deep LearningO'Reilly, 2018

	
		This practical guide provides nearly 200 self-contained recipes to help you solve machine learning challenges you may encounter in your daily work. If you’re comfortable with Python and its libraries, including pandas and scikit-learn, you’ll be able to address specific problems such as loading data, handling text or...
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Practical Video Game Bots: Automating Game Processes using C++, Python, and AutoItApress, 2018

	
		Develop and use bots in video gaming to automate game processes and see possible ways to avoid this kind of automation. This book explains how bots can be very helpful in games such as multiplayer online games, both for training your character and for automating repetitious game processes in order to start a competition with human...
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Python Geospatial DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2010

	Open Source GIS (Geographic Information Systems) is a growing area with
	the explosion of Google Maps-based websites and spatially-aware devices and
	applications. The GIS market is growing rapidly, and as a Python developer you
	can't afford to be left behind. In today's location-aware world, all commercial Python
	developers can...
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Agile Data Science: Building Data Analytics Applications with HadoopO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Mining big data requires a deep investment in people and time. How can you be sure you’re building the right models? With this hands-on book, you’ll learn a flexible toolset and methodology for building effective analytics applications with Hadoop.

	
		Using lightweight tools such as Python, Apache Pig, and the...
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Learn Data Analysis with Python: Lessons in CodingApress, 2018

	
		Get started using Python in data analysis with this compact practical guide. This book includes three exercises and a case study on getting data in and out of Python code in the right format. Learn Data Analysis with Python also helps you discover meaning in the data using analysis and shows you how to visualize...
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Raspberry Pi Embedded Projects HotshotPackt Publishing, 2015

	This book is targeted towards beginners and intermediate designers of mechatronic systems and embedded system design. Some familiarity with the Raspberry Pi and Python programming is preferred but not required.


	The Raspberry Pi is a quaint example of technological innovations that come by once every two or three decades and set off...
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Raspberry Pi 3 Cookbook for Python Programmers: Unleash the potential of Raspberry Pi 3 with over 100 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A recipe-based guide to programming your Raspberry Pi 3 using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the power of Raspberry Pi 3 using Python programming
	
			Create 3D games, build neural network modules, and interface with your own circuits
	
			Packed with clear,...
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Python Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Analyze Big Data sets, create attractive visualizations, and manipulate and process various data types
	
		Packed with rich recipes to help you learn and explore amazing algorithms for statistics and machine learning
	
		Authored by Ivan Idris, expert in python programming and proud...
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Practical Django Projects (Pratical Projects)Apress, 2008
Build a django content management system, blog, and social networking site with James Bennett as he introduces the popular Django framework. You’ll work through the development of each project, implementing and running the applications while learning new features along the way.
Web frameworks are playing a major role in...
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Monetizing Machine Learning: Quickly Turn Python ML Ideas into Web Applications on the Serverless CloudApress, 2018

	
		Take your Python machine learning ideas and create serverless web applications accessible by anyone with an Internet connection. Some of the most popular serverless cloud providers are covered in this book?Amazon, Microsoft, Google, and PythonAnywhere.

	
		You will work through a series of common Python data science problems...
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Web 2.0 Security - Defending AJAX, RIA, AND SOACharles River, 2007
Service-Oriented Architecure (SOA), Rich Internet Applications (RIA), and Asynchronous Java and eXtended Markup Language (Ajax) comprise the backbone behind now-widespread Web 2.0 applications, such as MySpace, Google Maps, Flickr, and Live.com. Although these robust tools make next-generation Web applications possible, they also add new security...
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Mathematics & Physics for Programmers (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Math and Physics for Programmers, Second Edition, is for many different people. If you

	thumb through the pages, you can gain a sense of the topics covered and the presentation of

	the material. The discussions of mathematics, physics, biology, and other topics are meant to

	help you understand how such topics can assist you as a...
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